SecureEye-1080p series OPTION Catalog

SNC-GPL90 differs from other general PL filters in that it is polarizable not only to visible radiation but also near-infrared light and is the first PL filter in the world that achieved overwhelming optical transmittance. (Patent pending)

In case of transmission of natural light, this is able to polarize at 70% of optical transmission at peak.

In case of transmission of P or S wave polarized, this is able to polarize at an average of 90% of optical transmission. SNC-GPL90 is enabled to resolve interfering reflection and glare without reducing the light intensity. You have never experienced this advantage.

Specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focal length</th>
<th>5~50mm(10X)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diaphragm range</td>
<td>F1.6~T360 (equivalent of F360)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SecureEye-1080p Camera + SNC-GPL90 Lens

SNC-GPL90 Lens

- iridix OFF
- iridix ON

- Saturation Correction
- Underexposure Correction
- Resolve interfering reflection
- Without Lens
- With Lens
**Housing / Near-IR LED**

SecureEye-1080p Model
- Camera Housing
- Near-Infrared LED Illumination

---

**1CH H.264 Full HD Video Server**

HVS-2000
- Encode / Decode H.264 (Selectable)
- Accept HDMI / HD-SDI (Selectable)
- Full HD video (1920 x 1080, 30p / 60i)
- High sensitive Motion detection

---

**HD-SDI Repeater**

RP-102S
- Feature
  - HD-SDI (1080/59.94i)
  - 1 x Input / 2 x Output
  - Extend SDI cable by setting every 100m

---

**Outdoor PTZ system**

APTO Series
- Provide High-performance and Cost-effectiveness at outside surveillance that requires environmental resistance.
- High speed whip pan (360°sideway) provides quick and certain shot.
- Reliable jetproof structure.